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Figure 1: Example recaptured portrait photos with our method. Our method allows users to recapture their portrait photos
with desired posture/view, figure and clothing style. (a)→(d): Recaptured portraits show different posture/view from the orig-
inal. (b) and (c): Original and recaptured portraits have different figures (fat or thin). (d): Original and recaptured portraits
have different clothing. Moreover, when producing recaptured portraits, our method accurately preserves person identity and
texture details in terms of both intrinsic structure and appearance. It can properly infer invisible body parts and clothes in
original portraits, e.g. the lower body, and meanwhile guarantee global coherency of different regions in recaptured portraits.
ABSTRACT
With the increasing prevalence and more powerful camera systems
of mobile devices, people can conveniently take photos in their
daily life, which naturally brings the demand for more intelligent
photo post-processing techniques, especially on those portrait pho-
tos. In this paper, we present a portrait recapture method enabling
users to easily edit their portrait to desired posture/view, body figure
and clothing style, which are very challenging to achieve since it re-
quires to simultaneously perform non-rigid deformation of human
body, invisible body-parts reasoning and semantic-aware editing.
We decompose the editing procedure into semantic-aware geomet-
ric and appearance transformation. In geometric transformation, a
semantic layout map is generated that meets user demands to repre-
sent part-level spatial constraints and further guides the semantic-
aware appearance transformation. In appearance transformation,
we design two novel modules, Semantic-aware Attentive Transfer
(SAT) and Layout Graph Reasoning (LGR), to conduct intra-part
transfer and inter-part reasoning, respectively. SAT module pro-
duces each human part by paying attention to the semantically
consistent regions in the source portrait. It effectively addresses
the non-rigid deformation issue and well preserves the intrinsic
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structure/appearance with rich texture details. LGR module utilizes
body skeleton knowledge to construct a layout graph that connects
all relevant part features, where graph reasoning mechanism is used
to propagate information among part nodes to mine their relations.
In this way, LGR module infers invisible body parts and guarantees
global coherence among all the parts. Extensive experiments on
DeepFashion, Market-1501 and in-the-wild photos demonstrate the
effectiveness and superiority of our approach. Video demo is at:
https://youtu.be/vTyq9HL6jgw.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the application of camera systems on mobile devices
has been increasingly mature and people can conveniently take
photos in their daily life, especially portrait photos. However, the
captured photos are usually not so “perfect” as people consider
they should be. For example, a lady may be dissatisfied with their
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original posture thus wishes she had taken the portrait in another
pose or view for showing better figure (Fig. 1 (a)), or want to make
herself look fatter (Fig. 1 (b)) or thinner (Fig. 1 (c)), or change
the clothing in the original portrait to another style (Fig. 1 (d)).
People always have endless desire for beauty in their appearance.
We are thus motivated to build a recapture model that allows the
users to easily manipulate their portrait photos according to their
specific needs in short time conveniently, rather than artificially
editing photos with professional software like PhotoShop. In the
future, we also expect such a recapture application can work well
on mobile devices as a portrait photo customizable editing tool for
better user experience. Therefore, in this work, we introduce an
intelligent recapture method that can revise user portrait to desired
posture/view, body figure and clothing style simultaneously.
It is very challenging to achieve our goals, mainly due to fol-
lowing three aspects. 1) Non-rigid deformation of human body. To
change human pose like Fig. 1, a model should guarantee that the
identity and texture details accord with those of the original person
in terms of both intrinsic structure and appearance, which is diffi-
cult due to the non-rigid nature of human body. Most image editing
approaches based on cGANs [27] or conditional VAEs [19] are not
directly applicable in this setting, since simply stacking convolution
layers cannot solve spatial misalignment issue caused by non-rigid
deformation. Even pose transfer methods [24, 33, 34, 46] can not
effectively solve this difficulty. For example, Def-GAN [34] applies
affine transformation for each body part to align features, where
each part is artificially defined as a rough rectangular region and
all the pixels inside roughly share one set of transformation param-
eters. 2) Invisible body-parts reasoning. For changing the portrait
view angle, the model should be able to appropriately infer invisible
parts in the original image (e.g., lower body in Fig. 1) according to
the limited visible area, and meanwhile the inferred part should be
coherent with the whole human body, such as left and right shoes
synthesized to have the same color. Some warp-based methods [6]
only consider aligning existing feature and ignore the importance
of correctly inferring the invisible parts while guaranteeing the
global coherency. 3) Semantic-aware editing. For precisely chang-
ing the body figure and clothing according to use demand, like
making legs thinner in Fig. 1 (c) or changing into long trousers in
Fig. 1 (d), the model should be able to perceive the semantic layout
of the portrait. The editing process must be semantic-aware and
conditioned on this layout. Existing related methods [33, 34, 46]
only consider body key-points representation and cannot precisely
modify specific body parts at semantic-level.
In this work, we propose a GAN-based customizable recapture
method to address the above challenges with semantic-aware geo-
metric transformation and appearance transformation. On one
hand, the semantic-aware geometric transformation is proposed
to address the non-rigid deformation and semantic-aware edit-
ing challenges. It produces a part-level semantic layout map to
represent details of desired posture/view and clothing category
without appearance information. which the user can interactively
edit for obtaining satisfactory body figure. Such a layout map is a
high-level intermediate representation and can guide the following
appearance transformation with semantic-level spatial constraints.
On the other hand, for appearance transformation, we devise a
Semantic-aware Attentive Transfer (SAT) module to further solve
the non-rigid deformation challenge and well preserve intrinsic
appearance structure of the original person. With SAT, intra-part
transfer is achieved, which precisely transfers features from source
to target region with semantic-level constraints generated by geo-
metric transformation. SAT produces one pixel by exploiting all
features from the corresponding region in the original portrait and
learning to combine these features via an attention mechanism,
which is a fine-grained transformation paradigm capable of tack-
ling non-rigid deformation. Besides, in appearance transformation
we also apply a Layout Graph Reasoning (LGR) module to address
the invisible body-parts reasoning challenge. It performs inter-part
reasoning to leverage hierarchical relations of body parts and the
semantic layout to gather relevant features in order to construct
a layout graph. Node features propagate on such a graph through
GCN [20] for strengthening the global reasoning capability of our
model and enabling more intrinsic relations to be mined among
body parts, such as the common similarity of left and right shoes.
The hierarchical knowledge and reasoning process provides rich
cues that benefit the inference of invisible parts reasonably and
help guarantee their global coherency.
To sum up, our main contributions are three-fold. 1) We present
a customizable recapture method with two specially designed mod-
ules that complement each other from both intra-part and inter-part
perspective, with promising results achieved. 2) We propose a novel
Semantic-aware Attentive Transfer (SAT) module in our network
that can effectively learn the transformation between semantically
corresponding body parts, which solves the non-rigid deformation
of human body and well preserves the intrinsic appearance struc-
ture. 3) We propose a novel Layout Graph Reasoning (LGR) module
in our network that can effectively infer the invisible body parts and
guarantee the global coherency among different parts via applying
global reasoning over hierarchical relation knowledge.
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Image Generation
Image generation is a fundamental task in computer vision. Re-
stricted Boltzmann machines [11], autoencoders [19, 36] and flow-
based generative models [5, 18] are all efficient approaches. In
recent years, GANs [9] based methods have also been widely used
for synthesizing realistic images and achieved good results in vari-
ous tasks like noise-to-image [1, 7, 16, 26], image-to-image trans-
lation [4, 13, 15, 38, 44, 45], text-to-image translation [2, 40, 42]
and image inpainting [12, 29]. Most image-to-image translation
models are based on cGANs [27] that can make the translation
process more controllable. However, these methods require pixel-
wise alignment between input and output images, and hence are
not directly applicable to the setting of this work challenged by an
inherent difficulty of spatial non-grid deformation.
2.2 Pose-Guided Person Image Generation
View synthesis is an important sub-area of image synthesis. Most
works on view synthesis focus on simple rigid objects such as fur-
niture and car [14, 21]. Comparatively, pose-guided person image
generation is a more challenging task since it needs to tackle the
non-rigid human body. PG2 [24] firstly proposes this task, which
uses a coarse-to-fine strategy and a common U-Net structure. It
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Figure 2: Illustration of our framework, where two proposed modules (SAT & LGR) are presented in detail on the right.
gets poor results since it does not consider the spatial misalignment
caused by different postures. Def-GAN [34] takes the human body
as an articulated object and applies affine transformation to each
body part to align features to target pose distribution. However,
it defines body part with a rough rectangular region and achieves
poor results when generalized to rare human body postures. On
the contrary, our method considers the pixel-level spatial map-
ping between different pose distributions to better preserve the
intrinsic appearance structure in the non-rigid deformation setting.
PATN [46] introduces a series of effective pose-attention blocks that
replace the residual block in bottleneck layers. It allows the network
to generate the human body progressively via each block focusing
on specific areas. The difficulty of the transfer process is simpli-
fied through such a progressive mechanism. However, it cannot
effectively preserve the person identity and texture details in some
hard cases. Previous methods, especially warp-based methods [6],
only consider aligning visible region and ignore the issue of cor-
rectly inferring invisible parts while maintaining global coherency.
Compared with them, we effectively reason the intrinsic relations
among body parts to better address this issue. More importantly,
they are not capable of changing the body figure and clothing style,
thus cannot directly achieve our goal of portrait recapturing.
3 PROPOSED METHOD
3.1 Notations and Overview
To train our model in a supervised manner, we adopt DeepFash-
ion [23] and Market-1501 [43] datasets which offer paired data,
i.e. a same person in different poses. HA,HB ∈ R3×H×W denote
the given source (A) human image and target (B) human image,
respectively. During training phase, HA,HB are randomly sampled
from the set of images of the same person in different poses. We
adopt the HPE [3] used by [34, 46] to estimate 18 key points of
human body and take KA,KB ∈ R18×H×W as the 18 channels bi-
nary heatmap, where each heatmap is filled with 1 in a radius of 4
pixels around the corresponding keypoints and 0 elsewhere. Mor-
phological operations [24] is utilized to generate the pose mask
MA,MB ∈ {0, 1}H×W . We adopt a human parser [31] trained on
LIP [8] to extract the parsing maps with twenty semantic categories
and represent the map using a one-hot 20-dim vector for each pixel:
SA, SB ∈ {0, 1}20×H×W . For Market-1501, we cluster twenty classes
into seven classes due to its low image resolution.
The goal of the generator in our model is to produce a new
portrait HˆB according to a given portraitHA and some requirements
such as desired posture/viewKB , body figure and clothing style. For
training, the generator receives as input the source {HA, SA,KA}
and the target pose {KB }. We decompose the generation procedure
to semantic-aware geometric and appearance transformation, as
shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), respectively. On one hand, for geometry
translation, a target semantic map SˆB is generated that represents
the target poseKB by taking the {SA,KA,KB } as input. SˆB contains
semantic category and spatial layout information. During inference,
SˆB can be accordingly modified by the users to meet their demands.
On the other hand, for appearance translation, the model takes
{HA, SA,KA, SˆB ,KB } as input and generates the final image HˆB
with the guidance of semantic-level spatial constraints {SA, SˆB }. For
this part of procedure, twomodules are incorporated. SATmodule is
inserted in the decoder to learn the fine-grained transfer paradigm
between HA and HB , while LGR module conducts reasoning over a
graph representation, where each node is gathered from the features
in the coordinate space to represent a specific body part.
3.2 Semantic-aware Geometric Transformation
The semantic-aware geometric transformation network is shown in
Fig. 3, which aims to learn the mapping SA → SB for producing SˆB
conditioned onKB . The synthesized SˆB contains part-level semantic
labels, thus the coarse spatial mapping between corresponding
human parts is provided by the SA → SˆB . During inference, SˆB
can be further modified by user according to their demands for
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Figure 3: Illustration of semantic-aware geometric transfer.
changing the body figure and clothing simultaneously (right most
in Fig. 3). More specifically, the clothing category in different body
part region can be changed independently, and our network allows
user to directly revise the shape of SˆB to interactively control the
body figure. For example, in the Fig. 3(a), the SˆB is slightly revised to
be fatter, and the upper-cloth is changed to coat. Besides, we employ
another encoder to encode the {SˆB ,KB } to multi-scale features as
the target signals (blue blocks in Fig. 2(a)), which are inserted to the
corresponding layers in the decoder of appearance transformation
network. In addition, SˆB is leveraged by SAT and LGR to conduct
intra/inter-part transfer. Therefore, the modified SˆB guides the
appearance transformation with semantic-level spatial constraints
to generate the portrait photo bearing desired characteristics.
3.3 Semantic-aware Attentive Transfer
As shown in Fig. 2, Φl ∈ RC×H×W denotes the encoder feature of
the l-th layer, and ΦL−l ∈ RC×H×W is the corresponding decoder
feature of the (L-l)-th layer. Our proposed SAT module takes the
{Φl ,ΦL−l , SA, SˆB } as input and generates a transformed feature
ΦˆL−l ∈ RC×H×W . Then ΦˆL−l are concatenated with ΦL−l for the
following operations. Specifically, ΦˆL−l =
∑N
c=1 Φˆc,L−l , where c is
the c-th human part category and N is total number of categories (20
for DeepFashion and 7 for Market-1501). Here we compute Φˆc,L−l
for each parts c respectively and add them together to form the
final result. Φˆc,L−l is obtained by computing the weighted mean of
all locations of the c-th part in source feature Φl :
Φˆ
j
c,L−l =
∑
i ∈ScA
W j,iΦil , j ∈ SˆcB . (1)
Here i ∈ ScA means the i-th location in the specific c-th part region
of SA, and j ∈ SˆcB is the j-th location in the same c-th part region of
SˆB (shown in Fig. 2). Let Φil represent the n-dim vector extracted
from the i-th location in Φl . Then, for generating features of Φˆc,L−l
in location j, we employ a specific weighted matrixW j to trans-
fer all the source information of the same part c from Φl via an
attention mechanism. With the semantic-level spatial constraints
provided by SA, SˆB , SAT can directly learn the mapping of the cor-
responding part between source and target human images without
being affected by other irrelevant regions. We assume the Φc,L−l is
a coarse feature that is already aligned to the target pose distribu-
tion since a simple U-Net can roughly solve the pose transfer task
[24]. The attention map can be calculated by
W j,i =
exp(si, j )∑
i ∈ScA exp(si, j )
, si, j = д(ΦjL−l )T θ (Φil ). (2)
Here, the д(·) and θ (·) are two mapping functions that transfer the
n-dim vectors ΦjL−l and Φ
i
l to the same latent space. We conduct a
dot-product operation tomeasure the similarity between the feature
of д(ΦL−l ) in location j and that of θ (Φl ) in location i.
In this way, SAT directly transfer feature from source to target
location for each part through an attention mechanism, which is
actually an intra-part transfer. Besides, it well preserves the intrinsic
appearance structure by capturing long-range dependencies among
all pixels in relevant region. For example, when synthesizing eyes
region, the eyes features in source portrait are transferred here to
guide the generation process, and attributes of whole face region
are also properly considered since orientation and shape of eyes
also implicitly depend on them.
3.4 Layout Graph Reasoning
The goal of LGR module is to strengthen the model ability of infer-
ring invisible body part and guaranteeing their global coherency,
which is achieved via an inter-part reasoning mechanism. For ex-
ample, to infer the leg region invisible in the source portrait, the
skin color of the inferred leg should be consistent with that of the
visible skin.
We employ body skeleton to depict distinct correlations between
different parts. which is represented as an adjacency matrix E ∈
{0, 1}N×N showing the connections of all the human parts such as
hair and face that are adjacent. We construct an undirected graph
G = (V ,E), where V denotes the human part node. The input of
LGR is {G, SˆB ,ΦL−l } and the output is Φ˜L−l ∈ RC×H×W . As shown
in Fig. 2, the LGR is constituted by three steps: 1) gathering the
features from coordinate space to graph space; 2) propagating graph
representation via Graph Convolution [20]; 3) distributing graph
representation back to coordinate space.
Step 1)We compute the high-level graph representationQ ∈ RN×D
of all N nodes, where D is the dimension for each node. First, we
adopt a mapping function P(·) that transfers the decoder feature
ΦL−r of the (L-r)-th layer from coordinate space to graph space as
Qp = P(ΦL−r ,W ), (3)
whereW is a set of trainable parameters of the mapping function
P(·) and Qp ∈ RN×D denotes the projected graph feature that is
a basic representation with the same dimension of Q . Second, we
directly sample the feature ΦL−r from coordinate space to graph
space with the guidance of semantic information SˆB , which lies
in the same coordinate space with ΦL−r . Then the sampled graph
feature Qs ∈ RN×D can be formalized as
Qs = S(ΦL−r , SˆB ), (4)
where S(·) represents the sampling operation. For face region as an
example, we employ global average pooling for all features in the
face region to obtain the graph feature of face node. Generalized,
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the c-th human part node feature Qcs ∈ R1×D can be formalized as
Qcs = GlobalAvдPool(ΦjL−r , j ∈ SˆcB ). (5)
Then a convolution layer with a nonlinear function σ [·] is adopted
here to process the concatenated graph feature [Qp ,Qs ] from N ×
2D-dim to N × D-dim:
Q = σ [Conv(Qp ,Qs )]. (6)
Each node feature of graph Q represents a specific semantic part
(e.g., face) since the visual features that are correlated to the part
are directly aggregated via mapping and semantic-aware sampling
to depict the characteristic of its corresponding node. Capturing
relations between different parts are now simplified to capturing
the relations between the features of corresponding nodes.
Step 2) We then propagate the graph features over all part nodes
with matrix multiplication:
Q ′ = σ ′(EQW e ), (7)
whereW e ∈ RD×D is a trainable weight matrix, and E is the men-
tioned hierarchical knowledge represented as a symmetric adja-
cency matrix for propagating node information. We conduct such a
propagation procedure multiple times (n times for ablation study).
Step 3) Then an inverse mapping function with trainable weight
W ′ ∈ RN×N is introduced to project the graph representation back
to the coordinate space to obtain Φ˜L−r = P ′(Q,W ′), where Φ˜L−r is
concatenated with ΦL−r for the following operations.
Normal convolution operations are effective at capturing local
relations, but they are typically inefficient at modeling global re-
lations among distant regions, especially when changing human
poses where we need to mine the relations among distant specific
parts. Through a skeleton graph, the reasoning procedure of LGR
enables high-level information to propagate among body parts,
which essentially provides more direct interaction among different
body regions.
3.5 Discriminator and Objective Function
The goal of discriminator is to constrain generator for synthesizing
realistic portrait in an adversarial training manner. Specifically,
the generated portrait needs to preserve the identity and intrinsic
structure of the source person, while satisfying desired pose. There-
fore, we introduce there lightweight discriminators D1 ∼ D3 with
specific loss functions to meet these requirements respectively.
Cross Entropy Loss. To encourage the semantic-aware geometric
transformation part of our model to generate high quality SˆB to
guide the following appearance transformation, we adopt a per-
pixel cross-entropy loss Ls for SˆB and ground truth labels SB , which
is usually used in semantic segmentation tasks.
Ls = −
SB ⊙ log(SˆB )1 , (8)
where the ⊙ denotes the element-wise multiplication.
Adversarial Losses. For space limit, we define the adversarial loss
for generator and discriminator respectively:
LD (D, Hˆ ,H ,C) = −E(H,C)∼pdata [logD(H | C)]
− EC∼pdata,Hˆ∼pд [log(1 − D(Hˆ | C))],
(9)
LG (D, Hˆ ,C) = EC∼pdata,Hˆ∼pд [log(1 − D(Hˆ | C))], (10)
where D is the discriminator and Hˆ is generated by the generator.
C is the conditional information, pdata denotes the true data distri-
bution and pд means the generator’s distribution. The adversarial
losses for geometric transformation are
LSD = LD (D1, SˆB , SB ,KB ), (11)
LSG = LG (D1, SˆB ,KB ), (12)
whereD1 is applied to judgewhether SˆB lies in true data distribution
and whether it is consistent with the target pose KB .
Discriminators D2,D3 are adopted to constrain the posture con-
sistency and the identity preserving of the generated human image
Hˆb , respectively. Formally,
LHD = LD (D2, HˆB ,HB ,KB ) + LD (D3, HˆB ,HB ,HA), (13)
LHG = LG (D2, HˆB ,KB ) + LG (D3, HˆB ,HA), (14)
where KB and HA denote the condition information of the discrim-
inators to constrain the pose and identity.
L1 Losses. Since we have paired data, we compute the pixel-wise
L1 loss between ground truth image and generated image as
L1 =
HˆB − HB1 . (15)
We also integrate a perceptual loss Lp to improve the visual quality
of the generated results:
Lp =
ν (HˆB ) − ν (HB )1 . (16)
where ν (H ) is the feature map of image H of conv1_2 layer in VGG-
19 [35] model pre-trained on ImageNet.
Therefore, the final objective is computed as follows:
LD = λ1L
S
D + λ2L
H
D (17)
LG = λ1L
S
G + λ2L
H
D + λ3(L1 + Lp ) + λ4Ls (18)
where λi (i = 1, · · ·, 4) is a weighting factor that controls the relative
importance of each term.
4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Experimental Setting
To our best knowledge, there is no method that targets at all of
our goals at the same time, which means we do not have proper
baselines to compare with. Therefore, we first compare our method
with previous pose transfer methods in Sec. 4.2 and Sec. 4.3, which
is one of our sub tasks. Then we provide other recapture results
from Sec. 4.4 to Sec. 4.6 to further illustrate the effectiveness and
superiority of our method.
Datasets.We use DeepFashion [23] and Market-1501 [43] datasets
in experiments. DeepFashion contains 52,712 person images of
size 256 × 256. We split it to training/test following the settings
in [24, 34] and select 89,262 pairs for training and 12,000 pairs for
testing, where each pair includes the same person in different pose.
Market-1501 contains 322,668 images of size 128 × 64 collected from
1,501 persons. Following the setting in [34, 46], we collect 263,632
training pairs and randomly sample 12,000 pairs for testing.
Evaluation.We follow the evaluation setting of [22, 24, 25, 30, 34,
37, 46]. Inception Score (IS, higher is better) [32] and Structure
Similarity (SSIM, higher is better) [39] are adopted for evaluating
generation quality and consistency. We also adopt M-IS and M-
SSIM, where background is ignored. We additionally use FrÃľchet
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Inception Distance (FID, lower is better) [10] to calculate the dis-
tance between true image distribution and that of generated ones.
Implementation Details. We adopt Adam optimizer [17] in all
experiments with hyper-parameter {α = 0.0002, β1 = 0.5, β2 =
0.999}. The weighting factors of the full objective are set to {λ1 =
1, λ2 = 5, λ3 = 10, λ4 = 50} for Market-1501 and {λ1 = 1, λ2 =
5, λ3 = 2, λ4 = 50} for DeepFashion. We apply Spectral Norm [28]
to all the layers in both generator and discriminator. The batch size
is set to 4 for DeepFashion and 20 for Market-1501. Besides, the
number of human semantic part category is set to 20 for DeepFash-
ion and 7 for Market-1501 due to the different image resolution.
4.2 Compared with State-of-the-Art Methods
We compare with state-of-the-art pose transfer methods including
PG2 [24], Def-GAN [34], UPIS [30], DPIG [25], UPIG-SPT [37],
DIAF [22], PATN [46] on DeepFashion and Market-1501 datasets.
Quantitative Comparison. The IS and SSIM results are shown
in Tab. 1, and the FID results are shown in Tab. 2. Note, we also
directly use their released well-trained models over our test pairs
for fair comparison (denoted as * in Tab. 1) since their original
testing pair lists are not available. Our method outperforms all
state-of-the-arts, although some images in our testing set include
part of their training images. Our method is the best w.r.t. SSIM
metric on both datasets, meaning our generated results are more
consistent with source images in both structure and appearance.
Our method also achieve the best IS and FID on DeepFashion and
best M-IS and FID scores on Market-1501, which prove its good
generalizability on real data distribution.
In addition, previous methods do not adopt parsing maps for
training and testing since their goal is not recapturing. Therefore,
we conduct some extra experiments (Tab. 3) on a representative
approach PATN [46] to explore the influences of its using extra
source/target parsing maps during training/test phase. Although
the performance of PATN slightly improves when utilizing parsing
maps, our results are still the best. Note that using ground truth
(target) parsing for testing, our performance improves significantly,
which means the boosted geometric transformation of our method
will further improve final results. These experiments reveal the
Figure 4: Attention map visualization. The attention map
shows the attentive region in generating a specific pixel (de-
noted as red circle), which illustrates the effectiveness and
interpretability of the proposed SAT module.
Methods DeepFashion Market-1501
IS SSIM IS M-IS SSIM M-SSIM
PG2 3.090 0.762 3.460 3.435 0.253 0.792
UPIS 2.970 0.747 − − − −
DPIG 3.228 0.614 3.483 3.491 0.099 0.614
Def-GAN 3.439 0.756 3.185 3.502 0.290 0.805
UPIG-SPT 3.441 0.736 3.499 3.680 0.203 0.758
DIAF 3.338 0.778 3.010 3.700 0.308 0.874
PATN 3.209 0.773 3.323 3.773 0.311 0.811
PG2* 3.294 0.762 3.382 3.384 0.259 0.780
Def-GAN* 3.327 0.763 3.188 3.516 0.289 0.782
PATN* 3.214 0.774 3.256 3.741 0.291 0.784
Ours 3.528 0.778 3.275 3.776 0.295 0.793
Table 1: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods.
Methods PG2[24] Def-GAN[34] PATN[46] Ours
DeepFashion 41.333 22.664 19.545 15.936
Market-1501 127.644 74.279 68.132 40.458
Table 2: FID score of different methods.
Methods Parsing Map DeepFashion
Source Target IS SSIM FID
PATN [46] 3.214 0.774 19.545
PATN [46] ✓ 3.277 0.761 20.827
Ours ✓ 3.528 0.778 15.936
PATN [46] ✓ ✓ 3.682 0.792 13.973
Ours ✓ ✓ 3.855 0.813 10.431
Table 3: Exploring the influence of utilizing parsing maps.
effectiveness and superiority of our proposed transformation para-
digm and two modules (SAT and LGR).
Qualitative Comparison. All qualitative comparisons on Deep-
Fashion and Market-1501 are shown in Fig. 5. It can be observed
that our method effectively preserves texture details and intrinsic
appearance structure of source human. For example, in the first row,
the pattern structure on the upper-cloth is effectively transferred
while all compared methods give blurry and coarse results, which
fail to correctly capture and transfer such information. The fourth
row shows that our method better guarantee the global coherency
of the inferred body parts. From the comparisons on Market-1501
we can see that our method achieves sharper results despite the
low resolution of testing images, with the guidance of SAT module.
Comparatively, baseline methods get blurry results that are even
inconsistent with the source appearance.
4.3 Component Analysis
Visualization of SAT module. Visualized attention map in Fig. 4
demonstrates effectiveness and interpretability of our method. For
generating one pixel (denoted in red circle), SAT correctly locates
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Figure 5: Qualitative comparisons with state-of-the-art methods. It can be observed that our method effectively preserves the
intrinsic appearance structure of source human images and also texture details. Please zoom in to see details.
Methods
DeepFashion Market-1501
IS SSIM FID IS Mask-IS SSIM Mask-SSIM FID
Basic 3.392 0.763 21.443 2.991 3.649 0.285 0.793 57.162
Basic+SAT(l + 2) 3.441 0.761 16.842 3.049 3.627 0.273 0.791 51.362
Basic+SAT(l + 1) 3.512 0.766 20.061 3.027 3.619 0.269 0.786 53.021
Basic+SAT(l ) 3.416 0.776 16.841 3.111 3.652 0.276 0.798 53.019
Basic+SAT(l )+LGR(r + 1,n) 3.528 0.778 15.936 3.275 3.776 0.295 0.793 40.458
Basic+SAT(l )+LGR(r + 1,n + 1) 3.417 0.773 20.556 3.149 3.668 0.273 0.797 48.372
Basic+SAT(l )+LGR(r ,n) 3.349 0.769 14.879 3.127 3.667 0.278 0.795 51.247
Table 4: Quantitative results of ablation study. Effectiveness of our SAT and LGR modules is well proved. ‘n’ indicates that
we conduct the propagation procedure of graph n times in LGR. Note that, considering the different resolution between two
datasets, l is set to 3 for DeepFashion and 4 for Market-1501. The r and n are set to 5 and 2 for both datasets.
the most relevant region in source image and learns to utilize long-
range dependencies among all pixels in that region for better in-
ference. We can observe from Fig. 4(b) that attention is equally
allocated to both shoulders. This indicates SAT correctly captures
the intrinsic appearance structure (symmetrical style) in source
image and effectively transfers it for generation. From Fig. 4(c), we
can investigate which region of the source image is attended when
generating pixels of the mouth. Despite the large scale and angle
changes between source and target images, SAT still accurately
locate the mouth region in the source image, with identity better
preserved considering shape of the whole face region.
Quantitative Ablation Study. To investigate effectiveness of
each module, we conduct ablation studies shown in Tab. 4. ‘Ba-
sic’ refers to the basic network without using SAT and LGR, which
achieves inferior results. For dealing with the different resolution
between two datasets, we set l to 3 for DeepFashion and 4 for
Market-1501, respectively. Besides, r and n are set to 5 and 2 for
Figure 6: Ablation study. SAT module more effectively pre-
serves the intrinsic appearance structure and LGR well in-
fers the invisible region and improves the global coherence.
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Figure 7: Changing the body figure and clothing style.
both datasets. In our network, the spatial size of features in the
{l = 3, l = 4, l = 5}-th layer is {64×64, 32×32, 16×16} respectively.
The influences of different hyperparameters in each module can be
observed in Tab. 4, which demonstrate that {l = 3, r = 6,n = 2} and
{l = 4, r = 6,n = 2} are the best configurations for DeepFashion
and Market-1501 respectively. These results indicate the attentive
transfer process is better to be conducted on middle-level features
while reasoning is better to be conducted on high-level features.
Qualitative Ablation Study. The qualitative results in Fig. 6 show
the impact of each module. As shown in the second row, the ap-
pearance structure and texture details are more consistent with the
source image with the help of SAT. The first row show that LGR
better infer the invisible region and guarantees the global coherence
Figure 8: Dancing as the reference with a long pants. More
results in appendix.
Figure 9: Applying our method to the portraits in the wild.
(a) System pipline. (b) Some results.
among each part, meaning it learns their intrinsic relationships. For
example, two shoes usually are the same color and invisible skin
color should accord with the visible region.
4.4 Changing Body Figure and Clothing
We show examples of changing body figure and clothing in Fig. 7,
which are achieved through manipulating the specific body part re-
gions in generated parsing maps. The generation process is strictly
subject to the layout constraint, thus our model can control the
degree of body figure changing utilizing the edited parsing map by
users. It can be seen although the clothing is changed, the synthe-
sized new clothes are visually-realistic and semantically-consistent.
4.5 Portrait Recapturing in the Wild
There is domain gap between training data (DeepFashion and
Market-1501) and in-the-wild data in terms of light, background,
etc. Hence, we apply some extra data processing to achieve portrait
recapturing in the wild, with pipeline shown in Fig. 9 (a). First, we
parse the portrait to extract foreground and background images,
and then apply our model to the foreground human and obtain
the desired human image. Second, we utilize the off-the-shelf in-
painting model [41] to fill these missing regions in the background
image. Finally, we combine the foreground human and background
to generate the desired portrait. The results in the wild (Fig. 9(b)) fur-
ther demonstrate the effectiveness and practicability of our portrait
recapture model.
4.6 Video Recapturing
In some scenarios, users may want to recapture their portraits
forming a short video. This is a challenging goal since extra difficul-
ties need be considered, such as consistency of human appearance
and posture in the time sequence. To examine effectiveness of our
method in this setting, we simply perform our method on every
frame to produce a video, as shown in Fig. 13. It can be seen the
results are fairly nice and stable, which further demonstrate ro-
bustness and practicability of our model. More video results are
provided in appendix and https://youtu.be/vTyq9HL6jgw.
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5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a portrait photo recapture system that
allows users to easily edit their portraits to desired posture/view,
body figure and clothing. The semantic-aware geometric and ap-
pearance transformation with two novel modules (SAT & LGR) are
performed to solve the unique challenges in the task. SAT module is
designed for intra-part transfer to deal with non-rigid deformation
of human body and preserve intrinsic appearance structure. LGR
module is devised for inter-part reasoning to infer invisible body
parts and guarantee global coherence of generated human body
parts. Extensive qualitative and quantitative experiments demon-
strate the effectiveness and practicability of our method.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Comparisons with State-of-the-Arts
In Fig. 10, we show more results compared with state-of-the-art
pose transfer methods on DeepFashion [23], including PG2 [24],
Def-GAN [34] and PATN [46]. We directly adopt their released
code and well-trained model for comparison. It can be observed
that our method more effectively preserves the intrinsic appearance
structure and accurate texture details of the source human image.
The invisible regions of human body are properly inferred with
better consistency in our results. Besides, our method also generates
more realistic faces and better maintains the facial identity.
A.2 Recapturing Results
In Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, we present more portrait recapturing results
of our system. The first two rows in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the
results of changing posture and body stature simultaneously. The
last three rows show the results of changing posture, body figure
and clothing simultaneously.
These results are all visually realistic and semantically consis-
tent, which further demonstrate the effectiveness and practicality
of our system. In addition, from the fourth row in Fig 12, we can
observe that our system is robust to bad source parsing and pro-
duces better transformed parsing for the semantic-aware appear-
ance transformation. The model robustness is importance since the
state-of-the-art human parser may produce poor parsing results.
A.3 Video Recapturing Results
To further expand the application scenarios of our system, we
examine the effectiveness of our model in video recapturing. The
goal of video recapturing is to generate a short video according to
a given portrait image and a reference video, where the movement
in the generated video is required be consistent with the reference
video. Since extra issues need to be properly considered, such as the
consistency of human appearance and posture in the time sequence,
it is a more challenging task.
We complete such a task through three steps. First, we split the
reference video into a sequence of frames, and then adopt HPE [3]
to estimate the reference pose of each frame. Second, we simply
apply our recapture model to the given portrait and each reference
pose, forming a sequence of recaptured human images. Note, the
identity of the generated human is the same with the one in the
given portrait, and the body figure and clothing can be modified
through our model. Third, we stack all the generated human images
in the order of reference frames and synthesize them into a video,
with the same FPS as the reference video.
The results are shown in Fig. 13, and more video results are
provided at https://youtu.be/vTyq9HL6jgw. Although we simply
applying our model frame by frame without using any smoothing
technique, the results are still nice and stable, which demonstrate
the effectiveness and capability of our model in maintaining the
appearance and shape consistency.
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Figure 10: Qualitative comparisons with state-of-the-art methods on DeepFashion.
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Figure 11: The first two rows show the results of changing posture and figure (fatter) simultaneously. The last three rows show
the results of changing posture, figure (fatter) and clothing simultaneously.
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Figure 12: The first two rows show the results of changing posture and figure (thinner) simultaneously. The last three rows
show the results of changing posture, figure (thinner) and clothing simultaneously.
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Figure 13: Dancing as the reference with long pants. More video results are at https://youtu.be/vTyq9HL6jgw.
